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ABSTRACT

This study seeks to quantify the potential amount of rainwater that could be
harvested from Western Kentucky University’s main campus roof spaces and to evaluate
the potential environmental and economic value of such an initiative in light of the global
water crisis. Roof areas and historic rainfall data were used to enumerate the potential
quantity of water averted by the selected buildings. Limited literature exists on the
potential for rainwater harvesting in reducing quantity of surface runoff and what that
means for stormwater management, so an evaluation was performed on the implications
these installations could have specifically for WKU’s stormwater management plan. It is
predicted that the installation of these cisterns can significantly reduce dependence on
potable water, thereby alleviating some of the environmental stress accrued through
municipal water treatment. It was found that significant water savings can be achieved,
but the economic cost of installation is less than desirable.

Keywords: rainwater harvesting, stormwater management, potable water supplement,
WKU
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Dedicated to the WKU Office of Sustainability and all those that fight for the
conservation and preservation of Earth’s precious natural resources
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Freshwater is one of the most vital natural resources to sustaining most life on
earth. For millennia it has cycled freely through air, land, and sea to be used by the
inhabitants of this planet. It is not hard to imagine then that the repercussions of an
unreliable and impaired freshwater resource infrastructure would quickly become a major
concern, warranting the attention of the global community and an effort by all to restore a
healthy freshwater balance.
I.

The State of Freshwater
i.

Global Trend

We sit at the threshold of a dilemma with all fingers pointed at humanity. For today,
nearly 1.2 billion people live in water scarcity conditions and the Food and Agriculture
Organization [FAO] has predicted that “by 2025, 1,800 million people will be living in
countries or regions with absolute water scarcity, and two-thirds of the world population
could be under stress conditions” (UN Water, 2007; FAO, 2013). Humans are arguably
one of the causal factors to this dangerous and steadily increasing rate of freshwater
decline as they pollute, divert, and deplete this pivotal resource at highly unsustainable
levels (Barlow, 2007). Among the human-induced factors accelerating freshwater
vulnerability are climate change, rampant human population growth, and industrial
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development (Vörösmarty, Green, Salisbury, & Lammers, 2008). Not only will the
increase in population be cause for higher demand for freshwater, but this industrial
development is coupled with urban growth which leads to a per-capita increase for water
(UN Water, 2007).
Stress from these changes is placed on the living creatures, humans included,
whose lives depend upon this precious and finite natural resource. New technology and
behavioral shifts are slowly being adopted in some societies, but to have a significant
effect on this ever-growing crisis, action at local and national levels is going to be
required. The FAO aptly states, “it requires an intersectoral and multidisciplinary
approach to managing water resources in order to maximize economic and social welfare
in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems”
(2013).
ii.

The Unites States: the Midwest and the East

Freshwater is unequally distributed across the globe and is particularly lacking in
a few economically and socially important regions. Most of these “hot stains”, as
scientists term them, occur in arid and semi-arid regions of the globe but one of these
water scarce regions lies in the Midwest United States (Barlow 2007). This poses a major
problem for this economically important region. The Midwest supports a large sector of
the national and international food market and is therefore reliant on a plentiful and
reliable freshwater supply. According to data compiled by Allesi (2012), the U. S.
provides approximately 35% of the global corn and soybean supply and with the severe
drought of 2012 in the Midwest, 80% of the corn crop and 11% of the soybean crop of
the U. S. were affected. Aside from annual rainfall, the predominant water source of the
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Midwest is the Ogallala Aquifer, which is an ancient underground freshwater source that
has little to no recharge, especially in its southern range (Torell, Libbin, & Miller, 1990).
As depletion of this aquifer continues at an increasingly rapid rate, the question arises:
how will such agricultural activity be supported when is it gone? Peter A. Wilderer
recognizes that importing freshwater offers a viable solution for areas facing scarcity
(2007). This could be the case for the Midwestern United States because the West is
already experiencing extreme water scarcity in many sectors. Spatial trends show that
there is a steady decline in total average precipitation as one travels west across the
conterminous U. S. (Daly, 2013). It can be logically deduced then that the Midwest’s
only economical option is to look east to satisfy its growing freshwater needs.
Competition for freshwater may be an issue faced by the Eastern United States in the near
future. By extension then, those places with a surplus or even just enough freshwater to
satisfy their own population will eventually be in competition with outsiders as this
global freshwater scarcity crisis deepens. A similar resource exportation situation exists
with coal extracted in the U.S. that is being exported to other countries who are willing to
pay higher prices than domestic users (Aden, 2013). The same could also hold true for
freshwater in the East being exported to the agricultural endeavors in the Midwest
thereby outcompeting local interests.
iii.

Sustainable Management

The current situation thus demands attention from all those that depend upon this
precious natural resource. A balance must be achieved that preserves the integrity of the
hydrologic cycle and persists into the future, creating a sustainable use system.
Sustainable management of water resources is achieved when water consumption and
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recharge, either naturally or artificially, are equal per unit time (Wilderer, 2007). Any
behavior or technology that can be employed will thus aid in the advancement of this
sustainable management strategy. However, it must be a mass movement by the majority
of the population in order to achieve balance.
In the Eastern U.S., the agriculture, industry, and energy sectors are the most
affected, and consequently should be most concerned. In the face of continually
decreasing global freshwater supplies though, domestic and personal initiatives must also
be adopted to become effective environmental stewards and to begin to proactively plan
for the uncertain freshwater future. Such action is not new in human culture. The ancient
practice of rainwater harvesting could provide one facet to a dynamic solution and is
discussed at length in the following section.
II.

Rainwater Harvesting
Rainwater harvesting is the process of collecting and storing rainwater for reuse,

with roof tops being one of the typical catchment
surfaces. These systems are part of a family of
technologies often termed as Green Infrastructure,
Low Impact Development, Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems, and Stormwater Source
Controls (Basinger, Montalto, & Lall, 2010).
Amidst the freshwater scarcity in today’s world,
these systems are gaining more and more attention
as supplements to municipal freshwater supply.
Harvested rainwater is easiest to utilize for
4

Figure 1. A rainwater harvesting system
located on Western Kentucky University's
campus at Parking Structure 1

non-potable purposes; though if treated properly, it can be fit for other purposes that
typically require municipal treatment, often termed potable water. Potable water is that
deemed suitable for drinking purposes by some jurisdictional body and it often achieved
by some sort of municipal treatment (Watchman, 2003). Oftentimes, this municipally
treated potable water is used for flushing toilets, washing cars, and other activities that do
not require such extensive treatment. They would only necessitate non-potable water
which is not of drinking water quality (i.e. like that taken straight from a river or
groundwater aquifer) (Oilgae, n.d.). Indoors, non-potable rainwater can be used for
activities such as toilet flushing. In fact, in a study by Hermann and Schmiida (1999) it
was found that the average residential household in Germany could reduce potable water
demand 30-60% by using roof-harvested rainwater to flush toilets (Basinger et al., 2010).
Outdoors, untreated rainwater can be used for such things as irrigation (i.e. spraying or
underground drip line irrigation) and washing vehicles.
When harvested rainwater is used for potable purposes, a certain degree of
treatment is required to ensure health and safety. Despins, Farahbakhsh, and Leidl
conducted a study (2009) outlining rainwater harvesting treatments and their associated
applications. For example, harvested rainwater used for drinking and cooking requires a
treatment like slow sand filtering; dishwashing and laundry a 20 micrometer particle
filter; or for bathing, a UV lamp treatment (Despins et al., 2009).
i.

History

Rainwater harvesting is perhaps one of the oldest stormwater treatment tactics,
being commonplace in many ancient cultures. Humans have tried to reside in arid and
semi-arid regions for thousands of years and rainwater harvesting has been utilized as a
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survival tactic for many of these civilizations (Boers & Ben-Asher, 1982). An inventory
dating to the Middle Ages was conducted in Venice, Italy and over 6,000 underground,
domestic-use cisterns were found (Bassinger et al., 2010). Evidence for rainwater
harvesting has also been attributed to ancient Greek, Roman, Etruscan, Indian, and other
civilizations (Bassinger et al., 2010). In the past century though, rainwater harvesting has
gained much attention as a way to increase water supplies for agricultural and domestic
use (Boers & Ben-Asher, 1982). This ancient practice could help in alleviating the
current strain on freshwater resources across the globe, especially in arid and semi-arid
regions. Even in places where water shortages are rare it is still an environmentally and
economically beneficial practice and according to Petrucci et al. socially serves as a
symbol for environmental involvement (2012).
ii.

How It Works
The pictures in Figures 2 and 3 show a
simple setup for a rainwater harvesting system.
Rain falls onto the catchment area, in this case a
roof, and is encouraged into a gutter system. The
water is then funneled through modified piping
into a cistern, which is the actual storage tank
where water is held. Installation of a low-head,
high-flow pump allows the harvesting water to be

Figure 2. Thie system shows the gutter and
modified piping leading into the cistern

distributed either into the home or into the
surrounding landscape (Hunt & Szpir, n.d.). If the
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tank is filled to its storage capacity and more
rainfall tries to enter, an overflow pipe allows this
water to run off into the surrounding landscape.
When considering a catchment site for
rainwater, many factors must be considered. First,
the area from which the rain water is collected, or
the catchment area, must be devoid of harmful
pollutants (Kinkade-Levario, 2007). Intended use
for the captured water will determine site selection
Figure 3. This view shows the modified
piping and the curved overflow pipes
which allow for excess water to be
distributed to the surrounding landscape

and level of treatment necessary for water
collected. The potential net runoff, or how much

possible rainfall can be collected from a given area, is also something that must be
evaluated (Kinkade-Levario, 2007). The catchment area—in this case, the roof—and
precipitation totals are the two vital elements in determining volume of water that can
potentially be collected.
iii.

Quality

A study by Despins et al. (2009) in Ontario, Canada found that rainwater from a
rainwater harvesting system can be of consistently high quality if the appropriate
catchment, storage unit, and treatment are utilized. The researchers found that across their
research area the mean pH was near neutral at 7.3 and there was a consistent absence of
heavy metals, making it perfectly useful for non-potable purposes (2009). It is shown that
different catchment materials result in varying quality measures, with metal roofs having
higher quality runoff than asphalt shingle roofs (2009). Despins et al. (2009) source Scott
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& Waller (1987) in finding that concrete tanks raise the pH of typically acidic roofcollected water, which thereby increases its quality for human use (2009). Concrete tanks
are also desired for the chemical protection they offer by eliminating the potential for
leaching metals into the stored rainwater (2009). For plastic tanks, there exists a concern
for the leaching of organic compounds, such as BPA, so care must be given to the
selection of the holding tank.
iv.

Benefits Explored

Collecting rainwater offers many benefits, such as improving stormwater quality,
augmenting freshwater supplies, and avoiding the need for municipal chlorination and
fluorination (Kinkade-Levario, 2007). Harvested rainwater has also proven to be a better
alternative to municipal irrigation because it is rich in nutrients, such as atmospheric
nitrogen, which are consistently proven to increase plant and crop yield (Hunt & Szpir,
n.d.). According to Singh, Rathod, Komara, and Limba habitat heterogeneity is induced,
soil water storage improves, and the period of water availability is prolonged when these
measures are taken (2013).
Two of the highlighted benefits of rainwater harvesting systems that this study
explores though are its implications for municipally treated freshwater and stormwater
management.
III.

Municipal Water
Freshwater is utilized by humans for a variety of reasons, but predominantly for

agriculture, industry, and energy (Kinkade-Levario, 2007). Domestic supply represents
only a fraction of total human freshwater use, but personal water conservation should be
considered during this water crisis none-the-less as demonstration of global citizenship
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and responsibility as well as proactive planning for a more drastic water scarcity situation
that could potentially arise.
In the U. S., under the Safe Drinking Water Act (last amended in 1996), the
quality of water for human consumption must meet a certain standard in order to ensure
public health (Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). Potable water, as it is termed, is
municipally treated water of high enough quality for human consumption. Municipalities
collect their water from the nearest source, treat it, and then sell it to the surrounding
population.
While municipal water serves an integral purpose for the U. S. water
infrastructure, some activities, such as manicuring lawns and washing vehicles, do not
necessarily require this high quality treatment.
i.

Energy and Environment
One of the issues not often connected with municipal water production is the

energy required throughout the production process and its effects on the environment. In
a study done by Mo, Nasiri, Eckelman, Zhang, and Zimmerman it is estimated that 4% of
the U.S. electricity demand goes toward the treatment and movement of water and
wastewater, while on the global scale it comprises roughly 2-3% (2010). A case study in
Kalamazoo, MI was performed to enumerate the energetic costs associated with their
drinking water supply system (Mo et al., 2010). This number is generated not only from
direct energy usage such as that from electricity, but also the embodied energy contained
within the associated chemicals and materials utilized throughout the entire process of
municipal water supply (Mo et al., 2010). It was found that for Kalamazoo the total
embodied energy utilized over a 100 year period (which is the rough lifespan of a water
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supply system) is estimated to be about 25,900 total terajoules which can be broken down
to 259 terajoules per year (TJ/yr) (Mo et al., 2010). This 259 TJ/yr is equivalent to
approximately 71.9 million kilowatt hours per year (kWh/yr). According to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, in 2011 the average residential American household
utilized 11,280 kWh/yr (2013). This means that the power used by the Kalamazoo water
treatment and supply system in one year is roughly equal to the annual electricity use of
6,380 American homes.
If a large portion of treated water is used for activities that do not require such
intensive quality measures, energy costs could be dramatically reduced. This would in
turn have positive effects on the environment by eliminated the degradative consequences
of the process of harvesting, transporting, and utilizing energy resources, especially those
from fossil fuels such as coal. In the United States, electricity is 44.5% coal generated. In
the Tennessee Valley region of the Southeast, served by Tennessee Valley Authority,
electricity is 58.8% coal generated (EPA eGrid [database], 2013).
In the U. S., 27 states actively mine coal and thus it represents a large portion of
the U. S. energy source (American Bird Conservancy, 2010). Through the entire process,
from harvesting to burning, the environment is negatively affected. Extracting this
resource causes mountains to be leveled, which degrades and disrupts wildlife habitat;
associated pollution is also accrued to the surrounding land, water, and air (Union of
Concerned Scientists, 2012). Burning the coal for energy then releases harmful emissions
into the atmosphere with 1.7 billion tons of CO2 being released in 2011 from the utility
coal plants of America (Union of Concerned Scientists, 2012). This compound is
arguably one of the chief accelerators of global climate change being observed today
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which has observable negative implications for wildlife and human health. Additionally,
burning coal emits other harmful pollutants such as sulfur, nitrogen oxide, and mercury
which also pollute the air and are harmful to the surrounding biota (American Bird
Conservancy, 2010).
ii.

Potential for Rainwater Harvesting

Harvesting rainwater through roof catchment systems diverts water for human use
and thus serves as a viable alternative to potable water from municipal sources. Activities
such as gardening, vehicle washing, and toilet flushing do not require such intensive
quality treatment measures as are taken during municipal processes. There exists then
potential in rainwater harvesting to alleviate some of the costs—both economic and
environmental—associated with municipal water.
IV.

Stormwater Management
When precipitation reaches the landscape a variety of things can happen. Some of

it is intercepted by surface vegetation before ever reaching the ground; some infiltrates
directly into the soil; and some collects in depression storages on the ground (Marsh,
2010). The remainder of the precipitation reaches the ground and runs across the surface
which is called run off or ‘stormwater’ (Marsh, 2010). When managing this overland
flow, there are three factors that must be taken into consideration: soil composition and
texture, land cover, and surface inclination (Marsh, 2010). Each of these affect the
quantity and velocity of runoff—decreasing with soil organic content and particle size,
increasing with slope, and increasing when ground is covered by impervious surfaces
(Marsh, 2010). Proper management of stormwater is very important, especially in highly
urbanized localities that have greater impervious cover. One way to do this is to employ
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various stormwater best management practices [BMP], which are designs implemented
into the landscape to lessen the damaging effects of stormwater as it runs over the
surface.
i.

Ecological Importance
Two of the most serious problems associated with urbanization are the dramatic

increase in quantity and rate of flow of stormwater over the surface, often resulting in
flooding (Marsh, 2010). This thereby increases property damage which accrues to the
landowner and, in some cases, leads to habitat degradation. Also as the water flows over
these surfaces, it picks up nutrients, pollutants, and other debris that often reduces water
quality and has adverse impacts downstream.
Excess sediment flooding into larger water bodies can cloud the water and make it
hard for aquatic plants to grow (Bowling Green Department of Public Works [BGDPW],
n.d.). With an excess nutrient flush from the flooding, low dissolved oxygen levels and a
subsequent decrease in aquatic life is observed in a process called eutrophication
(BGDPW, n.d.). The high velocity overland flow can also pick up any hazardous wastes
in its path (i.e. insecticides, auto fluids, and paint) which can poison aquatic life and even
have adverse effects to human health (BGDPW, n.d.). Other ecological damage that
accrues when stormwater quantity and rate of flow is increased is channel erosion
(Marsh, 2010). This causes larger and larger channels to be cut out of the landscape,
washing topsoil away and necessitating oftentimes costly repairs (Marsh, 2010).
ii.

A Role for Rainwater Harvesting

Rainwater harvesting is the practice of capturing and storing rainwater at its
falling point. It therefore becomes a source control for stormwater, capturing and storing
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it at or very close to it point of origin (Marsh, 2010). Small rain barrels on a few
buildings will not have a huge impact, but with large scale installments across a
significant portion of landscape, these systems have the potential to be an effective source
control.
Builders, developers, and engineers can utilize rainwater harvesting systems to
help comply with stormwater management regulations. With land prices increasing and
available land area decreasing, other stormwater BMPs such as wetlands and wet ponds
become too costly and sometimes even impossible to incorporate into a project (Hunt &
Szpir, n.d.). Rainwater harvesting systems, being either completely underground or
taking up a small amount of space on the perimeter of the catchment zone, help these
developers preserve the natural hydrologic cycle and contribute to low impact
development (Hunt & Szpir, n.d.). A study performed by Petrucci et al., found that a
larger infrastructure of rainwater harvesting systems have a positive effect on catchment
hydrology for typical rain events (2012). Any significant aversion of this excess overland
flow thus has the potential to lessen these damaging effects.
V.

Western Kentucky University
Western Kentucky University [WKU] is a public institution located in south-

central Kentucky in the city of Bowling Green. It is a university committed to
sustainability and environmental stewardship and has the credentials to prove it. In fact,
WKU received a Silver Rating from the Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education [AASHE] in its 2012 Sustainability Tracking,
Assessment, and Rating Systems [STARS] report (Ryan-Downing, 2012). One of the
areas that earned them this rating was the existing rainwater harvesting infrastructure.
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i.

Rainwater Harvesting

At WKU there are five locations where rainwater harvesting systems are actively
being utilized, four of which can be seen in the map offered by Figure 4. There is a two
tank system at the
University Farm,
which is not
located on main
campus. Each of
these cisterns has
a 1,300 gallon
capacity and the
water captured is
used to spray
Figure 4. A map highlighting the locations on WKU's campus where rainwater
harvesting systems are already installed

down the arena
floor to control

dust. The other four systems are located on the WKU main campus.
Parking Structure 1 and Health Services are two of the locations; each is outfitted
with one 550 gallon tank which service nearby gardens by way of a drip irrigation
system. This allows soil moisture to be controlled by reverse osmosis and no manual
watering must be employed unless the tanks are completely empty. The third system on
WKU’s main campus is located at the South Street Lot maintenance barns where six
2,600 gallon tanks have been installed. These tanks supply water to pump trucks which
distribute it throughout the main campus for gardening purposes (i.e. filling tree bags).
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The final rainwater harvesting system was recently installed with the erection of the new
Music Rehearsal Hall. It is a 40,000 gallon capacity subterranean cistern whose rainwater
is cleaned of debris and then released through a hose to be used by the same pump trucks
that also utilize the rainwater from the South Street Lot system (Environmental Health
and Safety, 2013).
There has been expressed interest in installing more rainwater harvesting systems
on campus, a few of the target locations being Alumni Garden, McLean Hall Garden, and
Chapel Garden (J. Twardoski, personal communication, March 22, 2012). Each of these
has a sufficient roof space and gardens in need of watering that logically supports the
installation of a rainwater harvesting system; similar to those installed at Parking
Structure 1 and Health Services. Whether or not the existing systems have a reasonable
payback period will determine if new systems are accepted for installation.
ii.

Municipal Water

In Bowling Green the source of all municipal potable water comes from the
Barren River and is harvested, treated, and distributed to the public by Bowling Green
Municipal Utilities [BGMU]. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, water
that is harvested from lakes, streams, and rivers generally requires more treatment than
subsurface supplies (2012). By extension, this adds to the energetic costs associated with
the entire treatment process. The study in Kalamazoo, MI by Mo et al. mentioned earlier
can be referenced in this case to Bowling Green. BGMU made its most recent expansion
to its water supply system in 2007 when it extended its potable water plant capacity to 30
million gallons per day in order to meet the demands placed upon it by its rapidly
growing population (BGMU, 2013). At the time of this study, the Kalamazoo system had
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an average 20.3 million gallon per day flow through, so it represents a conservative
comparison for our system’s embodied energy costs (Mo et al., 2010). While WKU’s use
of potable water represents only a fractional amount of the total energy utilized by
BGMU in its water supply system, it has a chain effect on multiple environmental
parameters and WKU would be playing its part as an effective proponent of sustainable
practices.
WKU lies within the energetic domain of the Tennessee Valley Authority, in
which coal has served as the backbone of energy production since the 1950s (Tennessee
Valley Authority, 2013). This market is driven by the high availability and consequential
cheap prices offered by this resource in comparison to other energy sources. In fact,
Kentucky is ranked third in the nation for mining coal, being one of only three states who
mine greater than 100 million tons per year (Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet,
2011). The associated atmospheric, terrestrial, and aquatic pollution that comes with
utilizing coal as an energy source therefore applies here and potential harm to the
environment from installing a larger scale rainwater harvesting system could be averted.
iii.

Stormwater Management

The region in which WKU resides is characterized by a karst subsurface, which
means the area is littered with sinkholes, caves, springs, and underground rivers
(BGDPW, n.d.). The bedrock that makes up this subsurface is limestone, which is mildly
acidic so it is easily dissolved by water as it percolates through the soil (BGSPW, n.d.).
This allows stormwater, with all of its suspended particles and pollutants to be carried
with it into the caves. Stormwater management is thus extremely important in this area.
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In May of 2010 WKU developed its Stormwater Quality Management Plan as
required by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and Kentucky’s Department of
Environmental Protection, Division of Water (WKU Environmental Health and Safety
[EHS], 2013). The six control measures addressed by this policy are: (1) public education
and outreach; (2) public participation and involvement; (3) illicit discharge detection and
elimination; (4) construction site runoff control; (5) post-construction stormwater
management; and (6) good housekeeping and pollution prevention (WKU EHS, 2013). In
the actual policy and procedure document, however, only controls 3 through 5 are
explicitly covered and accounted for. If installed at a larger scale, rainwater harvesting
has the potential to satisfy control numbers 1 and 6. The collection systems are highly
visible and can be integrated into the pre-existing Green Tour offered by the WKU Office
of Sustainability, qualifying them as public education and outreach. Existing cisterns are
on the Green Tour, but with only 4 active locations, they are considered pilot projects,
and cannot currently offer real consideration as stormwater source control as a larger
infrastructure could accomplish. Installing a large scale rainwater harvesting system
would also satisfy control number 6 for many of the same ecological reasons given in the
main Stormwater Management section above by reducing quantity of overland flow.
WKU is informally termed “The Hill”—fittingly named because of the steep
grade offered by the main campus. This is one of those three important concerns in regard
to stormwater management—increasing slopes means faster overland flow which leads to
more channel erosion and flash flooding. Another concern on the WKU main campus is
that it has a high amount of impervious cover to support the near 21,000 student
population—25% of which reside on campus (Ryan-Downing, 2012). With both of these
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factors working together, stormwater management becomes a major concern that must be
properly addressed in order to minimize negative environmental impacts and reduce the
flood potential on and downstream from main campus.
VI.

The Question
The current rainwater harvesting systems on campus have been well received and

are being utilized. However, operating at such a small scale results in no significant
impact on municipal water usage or runoff aversion. This study seeks to enumerate
potential net runoff for a vast majority of the buildings on main campus and makes
inferences about how this may affect the municipal supply and existing stormwater
management strategy. At this scale, noticeable municipal water aversion is hoped to be
realized coupled with decreased runoff which would make for an improved stormwater
system. Also, this study seeks to explore the justification in rainwater harvesting—both
economically and environmentally. It is predicted that the payback period may be quite
large, but not as dramatically so when considering the costs not typically accounted for in
an economic analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

DATA & METHODOLOGY

The area under study for this project is the main campus of Western Kentucky
University [WKU] (Figure 5) which is located in Bowling Green, Kentucky at 36.99 N,
86.46 W (World Atlas, 2013). A karst subsurface characterizes the region and in fact,
Bowling Green is one of the largest cities in the nation built entirely on a karst sinkhole
plain (Bowling Green Department of Public Works, n.d.). Main campus is situated in the
Upper Green River watershed and there exists approximately 88 acres of cultivated
grounds (Kentucky Division of Water, 2013; AASHE, 2012).

Figure 5. An aerial view of WKU main campus (Western Kentucky University, 2013).
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The main campus is situated on a steeply graded hill and is characterized by
approximately 6,783,571 square feet of impervious surfaces which includes features such
as roads, sidewalks, building footprints, and other areas where water cannot penetrate
(WKU Planning, Design, and Construction [PDC], 2013). The building footprints are of
main interest for this study because they can be utilized as a fairly accurate and consistent
measurement of roof areas which serve as the catchment zones (K. Cary, personal
communication, February 1, 2013). It must be noted that these footprints provide only an
estimation of the catchment areas and error in net runoff estimations may be attributed
partially to this.
I.

Calculating Potential Net Runoff
The goal of this study is to enumerate the potential net runoff values for a select

number of buildings on the WKU main campus. The calculations and graphs were carried
out in Microsoft Excel and the basic structure behind the calculations is supported by
numerous authors. William M. Marsh sets down his calculation as

; Qv

being the volume of discharge, A being the drainage area, C representing the coefficient
of runoff, and R as the total rainfall (2010). Brad Lancaster offers the same basic
structure in his equation, but adds in a component of converting the calculated volume to
gallons (2006). His calculation can be executed using Equation 1 and is the method used
for this research design.
Equation 1:
(

)

(

)

( )

(Lancaster, 2006)
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The actual components to Lancaster’s equation were pulled from a variety of
sources for this project and together produced an estimation of the potential total net
runoff for the selected buildings. Catchment areas were obtained using the building
footprints, already in square feet, contained within the geodatabase maintained by WKU
PDC (2013). In order to collect, organize, and map the desired data, ArcGIS software was
utilized.
For WKU main campus there are a total of 126 roof structures identified within
the ‘BaseMapBuildings’ layer of the geodatabase, which is estimated to be around
1,823,763 square feet of space. Only 85 of these buildings were chosen for study in this

Figure 6. A map detailing showing the buildings selected for study and enumerated for potential net runoff
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project and comprise roughly 1,514,874 square feet of space.
Elimination criteria were established for selection of the target buildings to target
the proper roof space to be studied. Ownership by WKU was the first criterion for
building selection. The attribute table for the ‘BaseMapBuildings’ layer in ArcGIS has a
field denoted as ‘Ownership’ which provided this information (WKU PDC, 2013). Four
buildings were taken out of the dataset because of this and only those buildings
delineated as owned by WKU were kept for further observation. The second elimination
criterion was the ‘Status’ of each building, with only those denoted as ‘Active’ included.
The Rock House was eliminated under this criterion because it was marked as
‘Demolished’ on 06/12/2012 and therefore does not provide a roof from which to catch
rainwater. The area of each building was then considered and a threshold of greater than
or equal to 1,000 square feet was set. This was done in an effort to eliminate small sheds
and other structures not necessarily fit for this study. Some of the records included in the
‘BaseMapBuildings’ data layer were erroneously placed, which provided the next
elimination criterion. Structures such as the Colonnades, Houchens Industries-L. T. Smith
Stadium, decks, and walkway canopies were removed under this criterion because they
do not have roof space or appropriate infrastructure to support a rainwater harvesting
system. Those structures that are not permanent fixtures, like the Topper Café, were
eliminated as well since it would not be worth the time and money required to install a
full system. Lastly, some areas were noted in multiple records which had to be remedied
so as not to duplicate any areas. Parking Structure 1 and all the different departments
housed within it were the major reason for the creation of this particular criterion. Only
the ‘PS1’ record was kept then since it encompassed the entire roof area of that specific
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structure. ‘University Police’, ‘University Police Annex’, ‘Facilities Management Area’,
and ‘PS1 Mechanical Room’ were eliminated because they are each housed within the
area included in the ‘PS1’ area. The remaining 85 records in the ‘BaseMapBuildings’
layer were included and serve as the data for this study, with their respective areas being
most feasible. The map in Figure 6 provides a visual layout of the selected buildings and
a full list of records and their estimated areas can be found in the table located in
Appendix A.
The rainfall data for this project came from the Kentucky Mesonet summary data
for Warren County (2013). The specific weather station utilized it located at the
University Farm at an elevation of 559 feet and an absolute location of 36.93°, -86.47°
(Kentucky Mesonet, 2013). Only those years with complete precipitation data were used,
so monthly totals for the years 2008-2012 were averaged and noted for study. Next, only
the months of April through October were included, because those are the months which
these systems are active. The omitted months have consistent below freezing
temperatures which without proper technology would freeze and damage the pipes or
tanks. The monthly precipitations totals on the Mesonet were given in inches and had to
be converted to feet in order to be utilized properly in the equation. To convert cubic feet
to gallons a conversion unit of 7.48 gal/ft3 was used as seen in Equation 1.
The last part of Equation 1 is the runoff coefficient which is a dimensionless
number restricted between 0 and 1.0 that represents the proportion of water fallen that
actually be able to be collected by the cisterns (Marsh, 2010). According to Brad
Lancaster, roofs are anywhere between 80-95% efficient at capturing rainwater into
cisterns, depending on surface type (2006). The inefficiencies can be attributed to things
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such as evaporation and minor infiltration into the catchment surface itself (Lancaster,
2006). Different roof types generally have different efficiency rates; for example, pitched
metal roofs are generally the most efficient with a 95% efficiency (0.95 runoff
coefficient); concrete or asphalt come in at about 90%; and built-up tar and gravel roofs
being the least with between 80% to 85% (Lancaster, 2006). Depending on the intensity
of rainfall this efficiency value can also change, but this was not considered in this study.
Because of incomplete data in regards to surface type of each roof on WKU main
campus, the three critical values analyzed for this study were the 0.8, 0.95, and the 1.0
runoff coefficients.
Once all these elements were identified and net runoff values obtained, an
estimated total monetary savings was calculated using current local municipal water
prices.
II.

A Case Study
A case study of an existing
rainwater harvesting system was done at
the South Street Lot on two buildings
used by the WKU Department of
Facilities Management. At this site (as
seen in Figure 7), there are six 2,600

Figure 7. A map showing the relative location of the
South Street Lot buildings which served as the study site
for this case study

gallon tanks that are fitted to what looks

like two separate buildings, but they are in fact joined by a common roof space, totaling
to an estimated 5,855.51 square feet of space (WKU Planning, Design, and Construction,
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2013). At each end of the conjoined buildings, three cisterns were placed and fitted with
the appropriate piping and pumping systems.
In order to test the use patterns of the captured
water, meters like the one observed in Figure 8 were
installed on the outflow valves of the piping networks.
Each side had its own meter to monitor usage so that the
entire surface area of the roof could be accounted for. The
monitoring period for this system began on the day these
meters were installed which was March 28, 2012 through
the time they were taken offline for the winter months
which was around November 20, 2012 (J. Southerland,

Figure 8. A meter from the South
Street Lot used to monitor
harvested rainfall use

personal communication, November 27, 2012; J. Twardowski, personal communication,
March 7, 2013). Rainfall data was enumerated between those specific dates and a net
runoff calculation completed to
enumerate the total rainwater
collected for this roof surface.
The costs and economic
payback accrued by this specific
system were then explored to
evaluate the payback period and to
Figure 9. A picture of three of the six tanks located at the
South Street Lot at WKU main campus

see if the results supported future
installations. The cost of the entire
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system and well as potable water were the hard metrics considered for the economic
analysis.
An overflow system was set up to divert excess water to the surrounding
landscape when the cisterns fill completely so that excess rainwater running through the
gutters has somewhere to escape. The amount of rainfall it takes to fill these cisterns is
explored to account for some discrepancy that may be seen between the metered use data
and the calculated net runoff data.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

The results of this study suggest that by fitting the selected 85 buildings on the
WKU main campus with a rainwater catchment system significant runoff can be averted
and potable water usage reduced.
Rainfall data for a select
number of months was compiled
from the Kentucky Mesonet in inches
then was converted to feet and can be
viewed in Table 1. The five year
precipitation average for all months

Figure 10. A graph showing the 7 month precipitation trend
for Bowling Green, KY

for Warren County was calculated to
be 49.49 inches, but for the purposes

of this study, only the total from April to October is considered. The rainfall totals for
these months are plotted in Figure 10 so that peak collection times can be observed. It is
seen that for the five year average, May is the peak collection time for harvested
rainwater with over half a foot of rain falling on average and the low is observed to be in
August at 0.18 feet. The total amount of rain historically seen in April through October is
about 30 inches (or 2.5 feet) (Kentucky Mesonet, 2013). This is the bolded value in Table
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1 and is important because it is the rainfall figure used when computing the net runoff
calculations for the 85 selected buildings.
Table 1. The precipitation conversions and net runoff summaries obtained from the data

PRECIPITATION CONVERSIONS AND NET RENOFF
PRECIPITATION
inches
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
TOTAL

feet
5.274
6.370
4.198
4.578
2.164
4.212
3.238

0.4395
0.5308
0.3498
0.3815
0.1803
0.3510
0.2698

30.034

2.503

NET RUNOFF TOTALS PER RUNOFF
COEFFICIENT (GAL)
0.80
0.95
1.0
3,984,069
4,731,082
4,980,086
4,811,704
5,713,898
6,014,630
3,170,938
3,765,489
3,963,673
3,458,299
4,106,730
4,322,874
1,634,420
1,940,874
2,043,025
3,181,816
3,778,407
3,977,270
2,445,738
2,904,314
3,057,172
22,686,981

26,940,794

28,358,730

Using Equation 1
offered by Lancaster (2006),
potential net runoff totals for
each month were calculated. In
Figure 11 the differing
monthly results generated by
the 1.0, 0.8, and the 0.95
Figure 11. A graph showing the varying potential net runoff rates per
month for the three different runoff coefficients

runoff coefficients can be
observed and are numerically

summarized in Table 1 as well. The 1.0 line shows the maximum runoff with the roof
having a 100% efficiency capture rate. As this is not realistic result, only the 0.8 and the
0.95 values are plotted graphically in Figure 12 so that the extreme ranges of the runoff
coefficients that would actually be observed can be seen. The complete list of buildings
analyzed and their individual 0.8 and 0.95 estimated net runoff values can be found in
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Appendix A with the area data. These calculated figures support the rainfall data,
showing that peak collection occurs in May and the lowest in August. The exact values
calculated using either the 0.8 or 0.95 runoff coefficient are 22,686,981 or 26,940,794
gallons respectively.
As a
conservative
estimation, the net
runoff value of
22,686,981, which was
calculated using the
0.8 runoff coefficient,

Figure 12. A graph showing the enumeration of the potential runoff using the
0.80 and the 0.95 runoff coefficients per month for all 85 buildings

is presented as the
primary result in the

pie chart offered in Figure 13. Data compiled by Christian Ryan-Downing for WKU’s
2012 AASHE report found that WKU utilized a total of 119,646,476 gallons of potable
water for that performance year.
Theoretically then, with the
installation of rainwater catchment
systems to the 85 selected
buildings on main campus a 19%
reduction in total potable water
usage for WKU could be observed
Figure 13. A graph showing the hypothetical distribution of
the freshwater sources based on past usage at WKU
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(assuming total potable water consumption is consistent year to year). The potential
economic savings accrued through these installations would be approximately $61,300
per year using the current local municipal water costs observed in Table 2 below.
Considering the case study of the six cistern system installed at the South Street
Lot on main campus, the estimated cost of installation was around $50,000 (J.
Twardowski, personal communication, March 7, 2013). Twardowski, who is the Manager
of Campus Services for the WKU Department of Facilities Management, estimated a cost
between $6,500-7,500 for each cistern with the rest of the cost being attributed to the
piping and pumping systems (J. Twardowski, personal communication, March 7, 2013).
The net runoff calculations for these two specific buildings were computed for the
timeframe of March 28, 2012 through November 20, 2012, which was the period for
which metered data was collected for this system. The precipitation for this time frame
totaled to 22.47 inches (1.8725 feet) (KY Mesonet, 2013). The total net runoff utilizing
the 0.8 runoff coefficient found the surface as capturing an estimated 65,611.22 gallons
of rainwater during that time period, while the 0.95 estimation figure was 77,913.33
gallons. As documented from the two meters present at the site, only 43,500 gallons were
actually utilized.
Table 2. Municipal water prices for WKU

Potable Water Prices: WKU
1-20 gallons
$0.0033/gal
21-250 gallons $0.0031/gal
>250 gallons
$0.0027/gal
The price WKU pays for water was retrieved from the Campus Services Manager
and is priced as shown in Table 2 (J. Twardowski, personal communication, March 7,
2013). Considering the amount of water used by WKU, the $0.0027 per gallon figure was
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used for calculating the potential savings accrued from the net runoff values calculated
for this site. That estimated savings price ranges from $177 to $210 for that time specific
timeframe, but only if all the water that was actually estimated to have been collected was
utilized. Since only a fraction of the total was used then, the actual cost of potable water
that was averted from March 28-November 20, 2012 was only $117.45.
The last piece of information enumerated was the amount of precipitation it takes
to fill these six 2,600 gallon tanks (15,600 gallons total) from an empty state. Using
Equation 1 (Lancaster, 2006) it can be found that it takes 0.445 feet (or 5.34 inches) of
rainfall to completely fill these tanks.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

The results generated from this study indicate that with the local average rainfall
and available of roof space, WKU main campus could harvest a significant amount of
rainfall in a given year. One of the obvious implications for this would be an aversion of
a substantial amount of runoff, making it an effective stormwater BMP; the other result
being a decrease in the amount of potable water that would have to be utilized by the
university.
As stated previously, the three different results generated by Lancaster’s (2006)
equation (Equation 1) are used dependent upon the surface type of the roof catchment.
However, because the individual roof surface types are not all known, the results
generated with the 0.8 runoff coefficient are presented as the primary result. So in
summary, if all 85 buildings were to be fitted with a rainwater harvesting system an
estimated total of 22,686,981 gallons of rainwater could be captured and stored for
preferential use over potable water at WKU. That water is thereby kept from running off
over the landscape, reducing the important concern of stormwater quantity and
decreasing the negative effects on the downstream landscape. The damaging effects
stormwater runoff has on WKU main campus are accentuated by the steep grade and high
amount of impervious cover, so any reduction in quantity will not only reduce negative
impact but also result in both financial and environmental positives.
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Through the case study of the rainwater harvesting system at the South Street Lot
buildings it is realized that solely considering economic gain does not justify the cost of
installing this particular rainwater harvesting system. With the total cost of installation at
approximately $50,000 and its full potential savings avoiding approximately $177 in
municipal water costs annually, a near 280 year payback period is observed for this
specific installation. Additionally, the amount of water actually drawn from this system
and utilized generated an actual savings of only $117, increasing the payback period to an
astronomical 427 years. However, research done by North Carolina State University have
modeled similar cistern systems, and in certain instances, have observed a payback period
of less than 10 years (Hunt & Szpir, n.d.). This timeframe could potentially be realized at
WKU by finding a lower cost system than what is currently installed at South Street.
More than that, it must also be considered that there are hidden financial, educational,
and environmental values that are not generally accounted for in economic analyses.
These hidden financial costs are strongly tied to the environmental stressors
placed upon the environment both by municipal water treatment and damage from
stormwater runoff. The case study done in Kalamazoo, MI serves as a prime example that
municipally treated water requires a massive amount of energy to be processed (Mo et al.,
2010). As discussed in the introduction, producing, transporting, and utilizing energy has
negative environmental implications. By averting this estimated 22,686,981 gallons of
water, it can be inferred that positive environmental results would ensue, though exact
quantification of these are difficult to determine and are outside the scope of this study,
providing a topic for future study in this arena. While these estimated potential savings
represent only a fraction of the potable water that BGMU processes, WKU would at least
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be playing their part in being sustainable freshwater users by installing a larger rainwater
harvesting infrastructure. This in turn provides a research platform from which to explore
just how much embodied energy could be saved with these additional installations.
There exists an educational and community value in modeling best practices on
campus. The high visibility of these aboveground cistern systems provides an excellent
demonstration and awareness purpose to the surrounding population. WKU’s Office of
Sustainability has developed interpretive signage as part of the university’s Green Tour
and displays the existing cisterns as a symbol of environmental advocacy on the part of
the university. The addition of even more cisterns to the existing display could foster
more awareness of the importance of stormwater management. Because while one cistern
is technically a BMP, a university almost universally fitted with this infrastructure serves
as a powerful force in effective management of stormwater runoff.
Aside from the environmental and educational justifications of installing
additional rainwater harvesting systems, a few solutions exist that would add more value
to the rainwater harvesting systems that WKU does not at present employ. It takes 5.34
inches rainfall to completely fill these six tanks, the excess water is then diverted through
the overflow pipes to the surrounding landscape, resulting in more high velocity water
being allowed to flow over the surface. Over the course of the five year precipitation data
collected by Mesonet there was not a single rainfall event that totaled 5.34 inches.
According to the Manger of Campus Services however, the tanks periodically overflowed
since their time of installation. This means that the harvested water was allowed to sit in
the tanks untouched through multiple rainfall events and anything in excess of the tanks’
storage capacity was not actually being captured and utilized by WKU.
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In the context of stormwater management, this particular system prevents runoff
only up until the tanks are filled. This could imply that the rainfall supply far exceeded
the demand and use of the harvested water. It can be argued though that with a more
conscientious water use regime, this issue could be combated (Hunt & Szpir, n.d.). An
institutional behavioral shift would need to be instilled to decrease reliance on potable
water and instead preferentially utilize the collected rainwater, thereby averting high
velocity runoff from single rainfall events. Another option offered by Hunt and Szpir to
combat this non-use would be to install smaller tanks which would cut down on the
installation costs (n.d.). Design and cost curves do exist that can help enumerate the
optimum tank size and associated costs involved with different roof designs and sizes
(Wall & McCown, 1989). A singular analysis of each building would allow for more cost
effective installations and potentially bring the payback period within a reasonable
domain.
However, to effectively utilize a larger tank that stores water in excess of what
can reasonably be utilized, a slow leak system could be installed. This would allow the
water to slowly percolate from the system into the surrounding landscape when it is not
being put to use in between rain events. Water would have a much slower velocity
flowing over the surface which makes it less environmentally degrading as well as
ensures that the systems are partially or completely empty between rainfall events (Hunt
& Szpir, n.d.). Rainwater from future events could then also be captured and potentially
utilized as well, preventing more runoff and avoiding the need for municipal water
supplies. If all of these considerations were put into practice the effectiveness of
rainwater harvesting systems as a stormwater BMP would greatly increase.
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I.

Limitations
There are some issues that arise with the numbers that have been generated from

this study. As previously stated, the areas of the roofs were all calculated within ArcGIS
by WKU PDC. Each building’s area was manually calculated by creating polygons in a
GIS outlining each building from an aerial photograph of WKU main campus. Error is
therefore built into the calculations, but because they are all calculated in the same
manner, the measurements provide consistent and reliable data. Ideally, hand
measurements made for each roof studied would have been done, but access to roofs is
restricted and would not have provided such an all-inclusive overview for the potential
for rainwater harvesting on campus. According to WKU’s GIS Director for the Center for
GIS, Kevin Cary, these building footprints provide fairly accurate area data, granting a
considerable degree of value to the generated results (K. Cary, personal communication,
February 1, 2013). There is of also of course error in the assumption that every buildings’
entire roof area can be collected from. Our primary result also assumes that every
building is 80% efficient at capturing rainfall when the values may actually highly
fluctuate. But as access to all the selected buildings is restricted, this 80% value, which is
at the lower end of the range offered by Lancaster (2006), provides conservative
estimated net runoff values.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The World Watch Institute, a global sustainability organization, declared that
“water scarcity may be the most underappreciated global environmental challenge of our
time” (World Watch Institute, 2013). Demand for this precious natural resource increases
everyday and solutions must be adopted in order to combat this ever-growing concern.
Rainwater catchment is not the sole answer to this impending global issue, but
incremental change and a human behavioral shift are both critically important if progress
of any sort is to be realized.
The coming decades are a time of much change and uncertainty with regards to
freshwater availability and solutions must be explored now in order to prepare for this.
Proactive planning by installing rainwater harvesting systems can help lessen the blow of
future price increases by those who hold domain over the global freshwater supplies. The
results of this study provide support to the fact that rainwater catchment systems, under
the circumstances offered by the surrounding environment, can collect a vast quantity of
freshwater from rain events and thus provide a supplement to municipal water. The
power behind this infrastructure lies in its dual purpose: not only does this system address
freshwater scarcity issues, but averts some of the damaging effects of stormwater runoff.
The financial cost and pay-back period associated with installation and
infrastructure remodeling currently makes this an unfeasible option for harvesting
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freshwater at WKU. The preferred return on investment for infrastructure initiatives such
as this one is less than 10 years (C. Ryan-Downing, personal communication, April 20,
2013). However, this research provides a platform for further research and exploration
into freshwater conservation and reuse at WKU, maybe finding solutions to reducing cost
of installation or to enumerate the total embodied savings that could be realized if these
systems were installed.
Peter A. Wilderer points out that for humanity as a whole to survive, proper
management and sustainable use of natural resources, such as critically important
freshwater, must be practiced by the global population (2007). Installing these systems is
a small part WKU can play in the advancement of sustainable resource management, but
it is indeed a step in the right direction and could set the pace for other universities and
organizations to follow suit. WKU therefore has a role to play in the global water scarcity
crisis and in the words of the current university president, Dr. Gary Ransdell:

"The broad effort of incorporating sustainable practices
and concepts into our campus operations and academics
has become an imperative in recent years. As an institution
of higher education, we have a mandate to model and teach
environmental stewardship and social responsibility. Each
member of our campus community (faculty, staff, students
and administrators) has a role to play in advancing
sustainability at WKU"
(Ransdell, 2010)
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The results and ideas generated from this research provide a platform from which
to improve the sustainability initiatives at WKU, providing another step toward progress
and proactive planning for the uncertain future for freshwater ahead of us.
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APPENDIX A

APRIL
Building

Area (ft2)

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.4395

2718.15255

3227.806153

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

0.4395

3253.849009

3863.945698

DoctoralSt

1,300.84

0.4395

3421.157548

4062.624588

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.4395

3482.480335

4135.445398

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.4395

3696.693967

4389.824085

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.4395

3831.715777

4550.162485

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.4395

3887.040105

4615.860124

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.4395

3941.007048

4679.94587

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.4395

3983.165435

4730.008954

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.4395

4080.158655

4845.188403

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.4395

4207.002012

4995.814889

Office of Sustainability

1,698.34

0.4395

4466.583151

5304.067492

SBPressbox

1,715.17

0.4395

4510.844016

5356.627269

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.4395

4651.204817

5523.30572

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.4395

4679.823729

5557.290678

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.4395

5074.914493

6026.46096

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.4395

5447.771547

6469.228712

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.4395

5570.414332

6614.867019

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.4395

6055.834016

7191.302894

Chapel

2,415.87

0.4395

6353.655982

7544.966479

EHS

2,500.34

0.4395

6575.808614

7808.772729

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.4395

6812.901736

8090.320811

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.4395

7665.464969

9102.739651

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.4395

7734.34325

9184.532609

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.4395

8585.98794

10195.86068

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.4395

8826.921226

10481.96896

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.4395

11174.47437

13269.68831

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.4395

11625.03577

13804.72998

PresHome

4,500.16

0.4395

11835.27207

14054.38558

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.4395

12558.3865

14913.08396

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.4395

17227.52256

20457.68303

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.4395

17481.87929

20759.73166

Publications

6,828.17

0.4395

17957.86402

21324.96352

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.4395

18906.15541

22451.05955

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.4395

20199.39526

23986.78187
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Net Runoff: 0.8

Net Runoff: 0.95

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.4395

20424.59013

24254.20078

PFT

7,779.44

0.4395

20459.66807

24295.85584

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.4395

20489.96596

24331.83458

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.4395

21976.34541

26096.91017

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.4395

22429.23378

26634.71511

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.4395

22520.47576

26743.06496

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.4395

23698.38806

28141.83582

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.4395

23915.51213

28399.67066

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.4395

24149.6911

28677.75819

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.4395

26860.09027

31896.35719

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.4395

28700.09325

34081.36073

McLean

11,408.85

0.4395

30004.92241

35630.84536

Cravens

11,512.07

0.4395

30276.36437

35953.18269

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.4395

34151.9947

40555.49371

McCormack

13,539.73

0.4395

35609.06922

42285.7697

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.4395

36671.25112

43547.11071

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.4395

38478.18984

45692.85043

Potter

16,167.73

0.4395

42520.61442

50493.22962

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.4395

43700.22668

51894.01919

Snell

16,677.08

0.4395

43860.1973

52083.98429

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.4395

44389.94865

52713.06402

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.4395

49411.61371

58676.29128

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.4395

51163.39124

60756.5271

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.4395

51342.41018

60969.11209

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.4395

56505.88688

67100.74067

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.4395

59188.47781

70286.31739

EBS

23,253.16

0.4395

61155.06542

72621.64018

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.4395

61261.26386

72747.75084

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.4395

63798.75781

75761.02489

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.4395

68110.80862

80881.58524

Meredith

26,109.04

0.4395

68665.92941

81540.79117

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.4395

69694.96195

82762.76732

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.4395

70802.59888

84078.08617

Grise

27,974.37

0.4395

73571.68668

87366.37794

Cherry

28,795.61

0.4395

75731.52391

89931.18465

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.4395

77296.73536

91789.87324

EST

30,233.80

0.4395

79513.91943

94422.77932

Garret

31,155.49

0.4395

81937.95457

97301.32105

Southwest

31,878.40

0.4395

83839.16007

99559.00258

TatePage

39,997.74

0.4395

105192.7802

124916.4265

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.4395

110778.8373

131549.8693
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MMTH

42,420.17

0.4395

111563.6902

132481.8821

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.4395

113749.8575

135077.9558

GRH

45,921.87

0.4395

120773.0544

143418.0021

FAC

47,670.90

0.4395

125372.9545

148880.3835

PS2

52,099.30

0.4395

137019.4971

162710.6529

PS1

81,138.66

0.4395

213392.0794

253403.0942

DUC

83,238.16

0.4395

218913.7034

259960.0228

Preston

104,218.75

0.4395

274091.9739

325484.219

Diddle

130,214.82

0.4395

342460.8103

406672.2123

MAY
Building

Area (ft2)

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.5308

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

DoctoralSt

Net Runoff: 0.80

Net Runoff: 0.95

3282.810861

3898.337897

0.5308

3929.790794

4666.626568

1,300.84

0.5308

4131.85535

4906.578228

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.5308

4205.917092

4994.526547

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.5308

4464.63062

5301.748861

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.5308

4627.70133

5495.395329

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.5308

4694.518515

5574.740737

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.5308

4759.696339

5652.139403

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.5308

4810.612544

5712.602396

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.5308

4927.754753

5851.708769

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.5308

5080.948049

6033.625809

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.5308

5394.453553

6405.913594

1,715.17

0.5308

5447.908996

6469.391933

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.5308

5617.427797

6670.695508

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.5308

5651.991889

6711.740368

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.5308

6129.157253

7278.374238

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.5308

6579.470164

7813.12082

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.5308

6727.590278

7989.013455

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.5308

7313.849137

8685.19585

Chapel

2,415.87

0.5308

7673.539466

9112.328116

EHS

2,500.34

0.5308

7941.841211

9430.936438

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.5308

8228.187125

9770.972211

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.5308

9257.858488

10993.70695

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.5308

9341.045272

11092.49126

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.5308

10369.60728

12313.90864

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.5308

10660.5911

12659.45193

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.5308

13495.81569

16026.28113

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.5308

14039.97494

16672.47025
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PresHome

4,500.16

0.5308

14293.8849

16973.98832

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.5308

15167.21627

18011.06933

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.5308

20806.30028

24707.48158

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.5308

21113.49608

25072.2766

Publications

6,828.17

0.5308

21688.36

25754.9275

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.5308

22833.64572

27114.95429

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.5308

24395.53812

28969.70152

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.5308

24667.51408

29292.67297

PFT

7,779.44

0.5308

24709.87898

29342.98129

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.5308

24746.47083

29386.43411

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.5308

26541.6249

31518.17957

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.5308

27088.59451

32167.70598

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.5308

27198.79074

32298.56401

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.5308

28621.39791

33987.91001

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.5308

28883.62649

34299.30645

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.5308

29166.45287

34635.16279

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.5308

32439.89969

38522.38088

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.5308

34662.13765

41161.28846

McLean

11,408.85

0.5308

36238.02689

43032.65693

Cravens

11,512.07

0.5308

36565.85713

43421.95534

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.5308

41246.59565

48980.33234

McCormack

13,539.73

0.5308

43006.35709

51070.04904

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.5308

44289.19248

52593.41607

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.5308

46471.49754

55184.90332

Potter

16,167.73

0.5308

51353.67948

60982.49438

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.5308

52778.33976

62674.27846

Snell

16,677.08

0.5308

52971.54204

62903.70617

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.5308

53611.34185

63663.46844

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.5308

59676.18784

70865.47306

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.5308

61791.87274

73377.84888

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.5308

62008.08038

73634.59545

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.5308

68244.1974

81039.98441

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.5308

71484.0592

84887.3203

EBS

23,253.16

0.5308

73859.17798

87707.77385

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.5308

73987.43768

87860.08224

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.5308

77052.06062

91499.32199

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.5308

82259.8799

97683.60738

Meredith

26,109.04

0.5308

82930.3193

98479.75416

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.5308

84173.11901

99955.57882

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.5308

85510.85207

101544.1368

Grise

27,974.37

0.5308

88855.17928

105515.5254
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Cherry

28,795.61

0.5308

91463.69259

108613.135

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.5308

93354.0549

110857.9402

EST

30,233.80

0.5308

96031.82806

114037.7958

Garret

31,155.49

0.5308

98959.42272

117514.3145

Southwest

31,878.40

0.5308

101255.5772

120240.9979

TatePage

39,997.74

0.5308

127045.1143

150866.0733

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.5308

133791.5969

158877.5213

MMTH

42,420.17

0.5308

134739.4921

160003.1468

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.5308

137379.8051

163138.5186

GRH

45,921.87

0.5308

145861.9733

173211.0933

FAC

47,670.90

0.5308

151417.4386

179808.2083

PS2

52,099.30

0.5308

165483.3881

196511.5234

PS1

81,138.66

0.5308

257721.31

306044.0556

DUC

83,238.16

0.5308

264389.9744

313963.0946

Preston

104,218.75

0.5308

331030.7616

393099.0294

Diddle

130,214.82

0.5308

413602.2711

491152.6969

JUNE
Building

Area (ft2)

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.3498

2163.389674

2569.025238

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

0.3498

2589.752863

3075.331525

DoctoralSt

1,300.84

0.3498

2722.914471

3233.460935

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.3498

2771.72155

3291.419341

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.3498

2942.21513

3493.880467

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.3498

3049.679588

3621.49451

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.3498

3093.712466

3673.783553

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.3498

3136.664995

3724.789682

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.3498

3170.219042

3764.635113

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.3498

3247.416377

3856.306947

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.3498

3348.371567

3976.191236

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.3498

3554.973348

4221.53085

1,715.17

0.3498

3590.200766

4263.36341

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.3498

3701.91455

4396.023528

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.3498

3724.692469

4423.072307

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.3498

4039.146961

4796.487017

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.3498

4335.905545

5148.887835

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.3498

4433.517482

5264.80201

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.3498

4819.865162

5723.58988

Chapel

2,415.87

0.3498

5056.902986

6005.072296

EHS

2,500.34

0.3498

5233.715251

6215.036861
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Net Runoff: 0.80

Net Runoff: 0.95

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.3498

5422.418719

6439.122229

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.3498

6100.977579

7244.910875

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.3498

6155.798109

7310.010254

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.3498

6833.625896

8114.930752

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.3498

7025.385767

8342.645599

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.3498

8893.813731

10561.40381

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.3498

9252.41755

10987.24584

PresHome

4,500.16

0.3498

9419.745553

11185.94784

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.3498

9995.275532

11869.38969

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.3498

13711.46164

16282.3607

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.3498

13913.90529

16522.76253

Publications

6,828.17

0.3498

14292.74365

16972.63308

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.3498

15047.49298

17868.89791

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.3498

16076.78831

19091.18612

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.3498

16256.0219

19304.02601

PFT

7,779.44

0.3498

16283.9406

19337.17946

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.3498

16308.05482

19365.8151

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.3498

17491.07082

20770.6466

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.3498

17851.52668

21198.68793

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.3498

17924.14657

21284.92406

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.3498

18861.6522

22398.21199

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.3498

19034.46222

22603.42388

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.3498

19220.8463

22824.75498

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.3498

21378.06502

25386.45221

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.3498

22842.53155

27125.50622

McLean

11,408.85

0.3498

23881.05088

28358.74791

Cravens

11,512.07

0.3498

24097.09274

28615.29762

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.3498

27181.72411

32278.29738

McCormack

13,539.73

0.3498

28341.41618

33655.43172

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.3498

29186.81147

34659.33862

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.3498

30624.96202

36367.14239

Potter

16,167.73

0.3498

33842.34567

40187.78548

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.3498

34781.20431

41302.68012

Snell

16,677.08

0.3498

34908.52563

41453.87418

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.3498

35330.15708

41954.56153

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.3498

39326.92258

46700.72057

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.3498

40721.17009

48356.38949

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.3498

40863.65206

48525.58683

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.3498

44973.28608

53405.77722

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.3498

47108.3721

55941.19186

EBS

23,253.16

0.3498

48673.5879

57799.88563
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HealthServ

23,293.54

0.3498

48758.11172

57900.25766

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.3498

50777.7144

60298.53585

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.3498

54209.69478

64374.01255

Meredith

26,109.04

0.3498

54651.51788

64898.67748

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.3498

55470.52945

65871.25372

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.3498

56352.10259

66918.12183

Grise

27,974.37

0.3498

58556.03186

69535.28783

Cherry

28,795.61

0.3498

60275.05589

71576.62887

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.3498

61520.81463

73055.96737

EST

30,233.80

0.3498

63285.48127

75151.509

Garret

31,155.49

0.3498

65214.78159

77442.55314

Southwest

31,878.40

0.3498

66727.95948

79239.45188

TatePage

39,997.74

0.3498

83723.40052

99421.53812

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.3498

88169.36811

104701.1246

MMTH

42,420.17

0.3498

88794.03604

105442.9178

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.3498

90534.01626

107509.1443

GRH

45,921.87

0.3498

96123.80985

114147.0242

FAC

47,670.90

0.3498

99784.89076

118494.5578

PS2

52,099.30

0.3498

109054.4257

129502.1305

PS1

81,138.66

0.3498

169839.7028

201684.647

DUC

83,238.16

0.3498

174234.3878

206903.3355

Preston

104,218.75

0.3498

218151.0181

259054.334

Diddle

130,214.82

0.3498

272566.0784

323672.2181

JULY
Building

Area (ft2)

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.3815

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

0.3815

2824.444589

3354.02795

DoctoralSt

1,300.84

0.3815

2969.67373

3526.487555

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.3815

3022.903863

3589.698338

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.3815

3208.848119

3810.507141

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.3815

3326.051351

3949.68598

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.3815

3374.07463

4006.713623

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.3815

3420.919656

4062.342092

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.3815

3457.514479

4105.798444

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.3815

3541.707683

4205.777874

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.3815

3651.811757

4336.526462

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.3815

3877.136455

4604.099541

1,715.17

0.3815

3915.556296

4649.723102

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.3815

4037.393942

4794.405306
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Net Runoff: 0.80
2359.442998

Net Runoff: 0.95
2801.83856

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.3815

4062.236069

4823.905332

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.3815

4405.187438

5231.160082

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.3815

4728.839238

5615.496595

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.3815

4835.297082

5741.915285

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.3815

5256.656831

6242.279987

Chapel

2,415.87

0.3815

5515.175784

6549.271244

EHS

2,500.34

0.3815

5708.011345

6778.263472

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.3815

5913.815727

7022.656176

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.3815

6653.867772

7901.467979

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.3815

6713.656313

7972.466872

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.3815

7452.911033

8850.331852

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.3815

7662.0488

9098.68295

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.3815

9699.799709

11518.51215

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.3815

10090.90136

11982.94536

PresHome

4,500.16

0.3815

10273.39316

12199.65438

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.3815

10901.07952

12945.03193

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.3815

14954.03835

17757.92054

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.3815

15174.8281

18020.10837

Publications

6,828.17

0.3815

15587.998

18510.74763

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.3815

16411.14514

19488.23485

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.3815

17533.71852

20821.29075

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.3815

17729.19484

21053.41888

PFT

7,779.44

0.3815

17759.64362

21089.57679

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.3815

17785.94315

21120.80749

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.3815

19076.16786

22652.94933

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.3815

19469.28939

23119.78115

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.3815

19548.49033

23213.83227

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.3815

20570.95573

24428.00993

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.3815

20759.42635

24651.81879

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.3815

20962.70115

24893.20762

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.3815

23315.41396

27687.05408

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.3815

24912.59516

29583.70676

McLean

11,408.85

0.3815

26045.22844

30928.70877

Cravens

11,512.07

0.3815

26280.84871

31208.50784

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.3815

29645.01929

35203.46041

McCormack

13,539.73

0.3815

30909.80639

36705.39508

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.3815

31831.81411

37800.27926

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.3815

33400.29448

39662.84969

Potter

16,167.73

0.3815

36909.24778

43829.73174

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.3815

37933.1888

45045.66171

Snell

16,677.08

0.3815

38072.04839

45210.55747
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ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.3815

38531.88944

45756.61871

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.3815

42890.85467

50932.88992

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.3815

44411.45338

52738.60088

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.3815

44566.84752

52923.13143

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.3815

49048.90978

58245.58036

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.3815

51377.48415

61010.76243

EBS

23,253.16

0.3815

53084.54484

63037.89699

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.3815

53176.72847

63147.36506

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.3815

55379.35405

65762.98293

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.3815

59122.35151

70207.79242

Meredith

26,109.04

0.3815

59604.21404

70780.00417

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.3815

60497.44707

71840.71839

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.3815

61458.9112

72982.45705

Grise

27,974.37

0.3815

63862.56762

75836.79905

Cherry

28,795.61

0.3815

65737.37514

78063.13298

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.3815

67096.02853

79676.53388

EST

30,233.80

0.3815

69020.61493

81961.98023

Garret

31,155.49

0.3815

71124.75465

84460.64615

Southwest

31,878.40

0.3815

72775.06158

86420.38563

TatePage

39,997.74

0.3815

91310.6841

108431.4374

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.3815

96159.55956

114189.477

MMTH

42,420.17

0.3815

96840.8369

114998.4938

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.3815

98738.49973

117251.9684

GRH

45,921.87

0.3815

104834.8584

124491.3943

FAC

47,670.90

0.3815

108827.7182

129232.9154

PS2

52,099.30

0.3815

118937.2882

141238.0297

PS1

81,138.66

0.3815

185231.1224

219961.9578

DUC

83,238.16

0.3815

190024.0679

225653.5806

Preston

104,218.75

0.3815

237920.5644

282530.6702

Diddle

130,214.82

0.3815

297266.8923

353004.4346

AUGUST
Building

Area (ft2)

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.1803

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

DoctoralSt
501 Regents

Net Runoff: 0.80

Net Runoff: 0.95

1115.091933

1324.171671

0.1803

1334.855464

1585.140863

1,300.84

0.1803

1403.491936

1666.646674

1,324.15

0.1803

1428.648929

1696.520604

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.1803

1516.527696

1800.876638

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.1803

1571.918896

1866.653688

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.1803

1594.615087

1893.605416
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HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.1803

1616.754427

1919.895882

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.1803

1634.049438

1940.433707

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.1803

1673.83983

1987.684799

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.1803

1725.875911

2049.477644

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.1803

1832.366194

2175.934855

1,715.17

0.1803

1850.523723

2197.496921

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.1803

1908.105184

2265.874906

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.1803

1919.845775

2279.816858

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.1803

2081.927379

2472.288762

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.1803

2234.88785

2653.929321

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.1803

2285.200692

2713.675821

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.1803

2484.338733

2950.152245

Chapel

2,415.87

0.1803

2606.516891

3095.238808

EHS

2,500.34

0.1803

2697.652544

3203.462396

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.1803

2794.917367

3318.964374

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.1803

3144.671977

3734.297973

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.1803

3172.928528

3767.852627

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.1803

3522.306315

4182.738749

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.1803

3621.146523

4300.111496

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.1803

4584.204161

5443.742442

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.1803

4769.041979

5663.23735

PresHome

4,500.16

0.1803

4855.289089

5765.655793

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.1803

5151.938761

6117.927278

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.1803

7067.400038

8392.537545

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.1803

7171.747067

8516.449642

Publications

6,828.17

0.1803

7367.014522

8748.329745

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.1803

7756.040547

9210.29815

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.1803

8286.57785

9840.311197

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.1803

8378.961547

9950.016837

PFT

7,779.44

0.1803

8393.351885

9967.105363

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.1803

8405.781257

9981.865242

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.1803

9015.551939

10705.96793

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.1803

9201.344368

10926.59644

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.1803

9238.775378

10971.04576

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.1803

9722.000834

11544.87599

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.1803

9811.073578

11650.64987

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.1803

9907.142903

11764.7322

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.1803

11019.0541

13085.12674

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.1803

11773.89491

13981.5002

McLean

11,408.85

0.1803

12309.1866

14617.15909

Cravens

11,512.07

0.1803

12420.54265

14749.3944
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GattonHall

12,985.71

0.1803

14010.47701

16637.44145

McCormack

13,539.73

0.1803

14608.22567

17347.26798

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.1803

15043.97401

17864.71914

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.1803

15785.25058

18744.98506

Potter

16,167.73

0.1803

17443.61042

20714.28737

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.1803

17927.53327

21288.94575

Snell

16,677.08

0.1803

17993.15944

21366.87683

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.1803

18210.48405

21624.94981

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.1803

20270.56644

24071.29765

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.1803

20989.21374

24924.69132

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.1803

21062.65428

25011.90196

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.1803

23180.91332

27527.33457

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.1803

24281.41649

28834.18208

EBS

23,253.16

0.1803

25088.18725

29792.22235

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.1803

25131.75398

29843.95785

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.1803

26172.73272

31080.12011

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.1803

27941.70374

33180.77319

Meredith

26,109.04

0.1803

28169.43589

33451.20512

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.1803

28591.58507

33952.50728

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.1803

29045.98084

34492.10225

Grise

27,974.37

0.1803

30181.96839

35841.08747

Cherry

28,795.61

0.1803

31068.01766

36893.27097

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.1803

31710.12829

37655.77735

EST

30,233.80

0.1803

32619.70347

38735.89787

Garret

31,155.49

0.1803

33614.13699

39916.78768

Southwest

31,878.40

0.1803

34394.08546

40842.97648

TatePage

39,997.74

0.1803

43154.17128

51245.57839

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.1803

45445.78922

53966.8747

MMTH

42,420.17

0.1803

45767.76643

54349.22264

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.1803

46664.6173

55414.23305

GRH

45,921.87

0.1803

49545.80594

58835.64455

FAC

47,670.90

0.1803

51432.86393

61076.52592

PS2

52,099.30

0.1803

56210.72886

66750.24052

PS1

81,138.66

0.1803

87541.73358

103955.8086

DUC

83,238.16

0.1803

89806.91858

106645.7158

Preston

104,218.75

0.1803

112443.192

133526.2905

Diddle

130,214.82

0.1803

140490.7488

166832.7642

SEPTEMBER
Building

Area (ft2)

Precipitation
(ft)

55

Net Runoff: 0.80

Net Runoff: 0.95

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

0.351

2170.811251

2577.838361

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

0.351

2598.637092

3085.881547

DoctoralSt

1,300.84

0.351

2732.255516

3244.553425

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.351

2781.230029

3302.710659

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.351

2952.308492

3505.866334

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.351

3060.14161

3633.918162

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.351

3104.325544

3686.386584

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.351

3147.425424

3737.567691

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.351

3181.09458

3777.549813

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.351

3258.556741

3869.53613

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.351

3359.858262

3989.831686

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.351

3567.168796

4236.012946

1,715.17

0.351

3602.517064

4277.989014

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.351

3714.614086

4411.104227

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.351

3737.470145

4438.245797

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.351

4053.003383

4812.941518

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.351

4350.780007

5166.551258

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.351

4448.726804

5282.86308

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.351

4836.399863

5743.224837

Chapel

2,415.87

0.351

5074.250852

6025.672887

EHS

2,500.34

0.351

5251.669678

6236.357742

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.351

5441.020499

6461.211842

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.351

6121.907176

7269.764772

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.351

6176.915769

7335.087476

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.351

6857.068867

8142.769279

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.351

7049.486576

8371.265309

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.351

8924.324241

10597.63504

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.351

9284.158262

11024.93794

PresHome

4,500.16

0.351

9452.060289

11224.32159

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.351

10029.56464

11910.10801

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.351

13758.49924

16338.21785

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.351

13961.63739

16579.4444

Publications

6,828.17

0.351

14341.77536

17030.85824

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.351

15099.11388

17930.19773

IndEduc

7,680.47

0.351

16131.94024

19156.67904

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.351

16311.7887

19370.24908

PFT

7,779.44

0.351

16339.80317

19403.51626

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.351

16364.00012

19432.25014

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.351

17551.07449

20841.90096

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.351

17912.76691

21271.4107

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.351

17985.63593

21357.94266
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HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.351

18926.3577

22475.04976

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.351

19099.76054

22680.96565

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.351

19286.78402

22903.05603

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.351

21451.40315

25473.54124

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.351

22920.89358

27218.56113

McLean

11,408.85

0.351

23962.97558

28456.0335

Cravens

11,512.07

0.351

24179.75858

28713.46331

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.351

27274.97188

32389.02911

McCormack

13,539.73

0.351

28438.64231

33770.88774

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.351

29286.93776

34778.23858

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.351

30730.02192

36491.90103

Potter

16,167.73

0.351

33958.44291

40325.65096

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.351

34900.52233

41444.37027

Snell

16,677.08

0.351

35028.28043

41596.08302

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.351

35451.3583

42098.48799

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.351

39461.83484

46860.92887

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.351

40860.86536

48522.27762

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.351

41003.83612

48692.05539

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.351

45127.56836

53588.98743

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.351

47269.97886

56133.0999

EBS

23,253.16

0.351

48840.56419

57998.16997

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.351

48925.37797

58098.88633

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.351

50951.90896

60505.3919

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.351

54395.66286

64594.84964

Meredith

26,109.04

0.351

54839.00164

65121.31445

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.351

55660.82286

66097.22714

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.351

56545.42027

67147.68657

Grise

27,974.37

0.351

58756.91019

69773.83084

Cherry

28,795.61

0.351

60481.83139

71822.17477

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.351

61731.86373

73306.58818

EST

30,233.80

0.351

63502.58412

75409.31864

Garret

31,155.49

0.351

65438.50297

77708.22228

Southwest

31,878.40

0.351

66956.87186

79511.28534

TatePage

39,997.74

0.351

84010.6163

99762.60686

JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.351

88471.83592

105060.3052

MMTH

42,420.17

0.351

89098.64679

105804.6431

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.351

90844.59608

107877.9578

GRH

45,921.87

0.351

96453.56563

114538.6092

FAC

47,670.90

0.351

100127.206

118901.0571

PS2

52,099.30

0.351

109428.5404

129946.3917

PS1

81,138.66

0.351

170422.3432

202376.5326
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DUC

83,238.16

0.351

174832.1044

207613.124

Preston

104,218.75

0.351

218899.3921

259943.0281

Diddle

130,214.82

0.351

273501.125

324782.5859

FeltsLogC

1,033.53

Precipitation
(ft)
0.2698

PresHomeGarage

1,237.22

DoctoralSt

OCTOBER
Building

Area (ft2)

Net Runoff: 0.80

Net Runoff: 0.95

1668.617879

1981.483732

0.2698

1997.470905

2371.996699

1,300.84

0.2698

2100.178171

2493.961579

501 Regents

1,324.15

0.2698

2137.822968

2538.664775

ColCourtC

1,405.60

0.2698

2269.324305

2694.822613

EHSGreenhouse

1,456.94

0.2698

2352.211414

2793.251055

MobClassroom1

1,477.98

0.2698

2386.17388

2833.581482

HonorsBldg2

1,498.50

0.2698

2419.303075

2872.922402

T/TAS House

1,514.53

0.2698

2445.183241

2903.655099

PioneerLogCab

1,551.41

0.2698

2504.725381

2974.36139

HazWasteStrg

1,599.64

0.2698

2582.591906

3066.827888

Office of
Sustainability
SBPressbox

1,698.34

0.2698

2741.943422

3256.057814

1,715.17

0.2698

2769.114256

3288.323179

Greenhouse1

1,768.54

0.2698

2855.278861

3390.643648

Greenhouse2

1,779.42

0.2698

2872.847422

3411.506314

513 Regents

1,929.65

0.2698

3115.385507

3699.520289

FloralDsgn

2,071.42

0.2698

3344.274774

3971.326295

WomensStud

2,118.05

0.2698

3419.562655

4060.730652

FcltyCenTeaching

2,302.63

0.2698

3717.551803

4414.592766

Chapel

2,415.87

0.2698

3900.378575

4631.699558

EHS

2,500.34

0.2698

4036.753502

4793.644783

IntnlBldg

2,590.49

0.2698

4182.300087

4966.481354

SouthStLotLeft

2,914.66

0.2698

4705.6711

5587.984432

SouthStLotRight

2,940.85

0.2698

4747.954059

5638.195445

ALIVECenter

3,264.67

0.2698

5270.761197

6259.028922

HonorsBldg

3,356.28

0.2698

5418.66518

6434.664902

FcltyHouse

4,248.90

0.2698

6859.779716

8145.988412

BBClubhouse

4,420.22

0.2698

7136.370083

8474.439473

PresHome

4,500.16

0.2698

7265.429818

8627.697909

Planetarium

4,775.11

0.2698

7709.334873

9154.835162

CraigAlum

6,550.47

0.2698

10575.62136

12558.55036

TowerFoodCourt

6,647.18

0.2698

10731.76572

12743.97179

Publications

6,828.17

0.2698

11023.96294

13090.95599

WaterPlant

7,188.74

0.2698

11606.0995

13782.24316
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IndEduc

7,680.47

0.2698

12399.99281

14724.99146

MintonHall

7,766.10

0.2698

12538.2353

14889.15442

PFT

7,779.44

0.2698

12559.76893

14914.72561

RodesHall

7,790.96

0.2698

12578.36818

14936.81221

BBPressbox

8,356.13

0.2698

13490.82592

16020.35578

BarnesHall

8,528.33

0.2698

13768.84476

16350.50315

BemisHall

8,563.02

0.2698

13824.85633

16417.0169

HeatPlant

9,010.90

0.2698

14547.95244

17275.69352

PolandHall

9,093.46

0.2698

14681.24044

17433.97302

IndoorBatting

9,182.50

0.2698

14824.99809

17604.68523

GordWilson

10,213.09

0.2698

16488.85632

19580.51688

GilbertHall

10,912.72

0.2698

17618.39626

20921.84556

McLean

11,408.85

0.2698

18419.40402

21873.04227

Cravens

11,512.07

0.2698

18586.03665

22070.91852

GattonHall

12,985.71

0.2698

20965.20631

24896.18249

McCormack

13,539.73

0.2698

21859.67435

25958.36329

BatesHall

13,943.61

0.2698

22511.72594

26732.67456

Wetherby

14,630.67

0.2698

23620.96842

28049.89999

Potter

16,167.73

0.2698

26102.52962

30996.75393

MusicReher

16,616.26

0.2698

26826.6693

31856.6698

Snell

16,677.08

0.2698

26924.87197

31973.28546

ClinEdComplx

16,878.51

0.2698

27250.07541

32359.46455

SupplyBldg

18,787.91

0.2698

30332.77219

36020.16698

CollHighHall

19,454.00

0.2698

31408.15235

37297.18091

KeenHall

19,522.07

0.2698

31518.04839

37427.68246

Zacharias

21,485.39

0.2698

34687.80041

41191.76299

VanMeter

22,505.40

0.2698

36334.58774

43147.32294

EBS

23,253.16

0.2698

37541.83538

44580.92951

HealthServ

23,293.54

0.2698

37607.02842

44658.34625

TCNorthWing

24,258.38

0.2698

39164.7437

46508.13314

KYBldg

25,897.96

0.2698

41811.8229

49651.5397

Meredith

26,109.04

0.2698

42152.60012

50056.21265

TCCentralWing

26,500.31

0.2698

42784.30201

50806.35864

HelmLibrary

26,921.47

0.2698

43464.25752

51613.8058

Grise

27,974.37

0.2698

45164.1435

53632.4204

Cherry

28,795.61

0.2698

46490.0231

55206.90243

NortheastHall

29,390.75

0.2698

47450.87417

56347.91308

EST

30,233.80

0.2698

48811.95782

57964.19991

Garret

31,155.49

0.2698

50300.02308

59731.27741

Southwest

31,878.40

0.2698

51467.13398

61117.22161

TatePage

39,997.74

0.2698

64575.6817

76683.62202
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JonesJagger

42,121.74

0.2698

68004.8471

80755.75593

MMTH

42,420.17

0.2698

68486.65215

81327.89943

AcaComplx

43,251.42

0.2698

69828.69522

82921.57557

GRH

45,921.87

0.2698

74140.09119

88041.35829

FAC

47,670.90

0.2698

76963.87515

91394.60174

PS2

52,099.30

0.2698

84113.44785

99884.71932

PS1

81,138.66

0.2698

130997.0034

155558.9416

DUC

83,238.16

0.2698

134386.6147

159584.105

Preston

104,218.75

0.2698

168259.4188

199808.0598

Diddle

130,214.82

0.2698

210229.6397

249647.6971
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